.. Superfactory(TM)
is a non registered trademark by displaced dilemma.

web:  www.superfactory.biz
contact:  superfactory-manager  manager@superfactory.biz

displaced dilemma
collective:  Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer & mi_ga
guests:  yagin, mi, Jgjeux & Babzi

displaced dilemmas ...  
... are everywhere, at a place where you can not stay  
the underground, the interzone or even at home ...  
inbetween public and private. out?  
displaced dilemma is not about sound, it is about producing!  
the sound is just material of random re-sources.  
displaced dilemma designs and develops an architecture of filesharing,  
interaction, remix and cutup for users to plug in/out.  
displaced dilemma realizes and performs plug-in-parties, plug-in-concerts,  
mix2headphones, web-streams, mini-fm radio transmissions, ripsale  
and superfactory.

web:  displaced-dilemma.de

chronology:

22.-24.07.2007
A Memex Wall  
Superfactory(TM) & mi_ga  
@ lauf.werk . tmp . data.rescue . medien.projekt.raum /tmp, Berlin  
with Karsten Asshauer and mi_ga  
[www.data.rescue.slash-tmp.de/artists/superfactory.php]

28.04.2007
Superfactory(TM)  
Workshop & Lecture  
@ German Culture Days 2007 in Klaipeda  
Culture Communication Centre of Klaipeda - CCCK, Lithuania  
with Karsten Asshauer, Martin Unkuentz, Matze Schmidt and mi_ga  
[http://www.kulturpolis.lt]  
[Superfactory(TM) @ KKKC]

27.04.2007
Radioturm Europaplatz  
"Ringsendung Riga 2007"  
@ Riga Centre for New Media Culture - RIXC, Latvia  
with Karsten Asshauer, Martin Unkuentz, Matze Schmidt and mi_ga  
[www.rixc.lv/radio]

15.11.2006
Total Warez Awareness  
Lecture & Workshop @ KHM Köln  
Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln, Cologne, Germany  
with Karsten Asshauer, Matze Schmidt and mi_ga  
[www.khm.de]

09.09.2006  
Superfactory(TM) on tour in Lithuania  
NEW PROSUMERS-NEW FRONTIERS  
Workshop + Plug-In-Party + Live-Stream!  
@ Club INTRO, Vilnius, Lithuania  
with Karsten Asshauer, mi_ga, Martin Unkuentz,  
Matze Schmidt and Babzi
02.09.-08.09.2006
Superfactory(TM) on tour in Lithuania
NEW PROSUMERS-NEW FRONTIERS
Workshop & Lecture @ whale in baltic
@ Summer Facilities of the Vilnius Academy of Arts,
Nida, Lithuania
with Karsten Asshauer, mi_ga, Martin Unkuentz,
Matze Schmidt and Babzi
[www.khm.de/mg/animation/whaleinbaltic]

08.05.2006
Prosumer-Phantoplasma @ Volksbuehne Berlin
Play the Volks-Invaders!
Radio-Plug-in-Party + DIY Avantgarde
@ Volksbühne Berlin, Germany
with Karsten Asshauer, mi_ga, Martin Kuntz, Babzi,
Steffen Martin and Martin Wrede
[www.volksbuehne-berlin.de]

11.11.2005
Superfactory(TM) - Kiosk Mod
@ interfiction XII/2005 Learning from...?
Lernen von / mit / in Medienkulturen
Interdisziplinäre Workshop-Tagung
im Rahmen des 22. Kasseler Dokumentarfilm- und Videofest
Offener Kanal im KulturBahnhof, Kassel, Germany
with Martin Unkuentz and Karsten Asshauer
[www.interfiction.org]

30.09.2005
displaced dilemma + real,-Mapping
Radiomapping im NE U STA A T HA LLE
Radio Transmission & Mini-Fm Workshop
@ Staat a la Card by real,-Mapping
@ S-Bhf Halle-Neustadt, Germany
with Sebastian Stegner, Matze Schmidt,
Karsten Asshauer, Martin Unkuentz and mi_ga
[www.is-halle.de] [www.real-mapping.net]

02.07.2005
displaced dilemma - hartz iv bier
@ bei papa heinz, Berlin, Prenzlauer-Berg, Germany
with Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer, Andi and Babzi

10.04.2005
Supersunday(TM)
webcam mini-fm transmitter djing gaming+drinking tea-workshop_
on a sunday afternoon working@theweekend_in_p2p-berlin.stream
for particle/wave :: workshop :: hybrid radio practices
Helsinki, April 14-18 2005
with Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer, Martin Unkuentz and yagin
[aura.siba.fi/particlewave/]

14.01.2005
Superfactory(TM)
@ hack.it.art - Italian Hacktivism and Net Culture Event - Exhibition and Event
presented by AHA - Activism-Hacking-Artivism 14th January - 27th February 2005
@ Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, Berlin
with Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer, Martin Unkuentz, yagin, jgjeux and Babzi
[www.kunstraumkreuzberg.de] [www.ecn.org/aha/]

09.12.2004
"redbang sound + lecture for local mini-fm/radio!"
@ exhibition Philipp Hennevogl @ kultursalon reiner tisch, Berlin-Friedrichshain
with Jacques Perconte [fr], Laurent Ledeunff [fr], ivn [de] and Karsten Asshauer [de]
19.11.2004
"mini-fm + radio + headphone + plug-in party + concert + filmz + stream"
@ K77, Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg
together with anton sulak, sciss, ivn, horrokatze, play! fake fire/friendly fire,
martin wrede, jacques perconte, 3000
[k77.org] [apostrov.net] [sciss.de] [horrokatze.modukit.com]
[play.modukit.com] [framez.de] [technart.net] [3000-online.de]

12.11.2004
"RipSale/GiveAway-Re:Mix"
@ interfiction XI 2004 - transfictions, workshop-conference, Kassel
concept and realisation @ interfiction by Karsten Asshauer, concept by Matze Schmidt
[interfiction.org] [interfiction.org/2004/variouseuro.html]

02.10.2004
"Ripsale b-day & after burn" - local mini-fm transmission and Sale on eBay
@ Sushi-Bar - Nui - Luebeck, Germany
feat. mi_ga [lt/de], Karsten Asshauer [de], Matze Schmidt [de] + friends

29.8.2004
"radio magica stream-collage"
@ Overgarden Sound Art Festival, Copenhagen [dk].
displaced dilemma - various euro [de] + matze schmidt [de]
and steve bradley [us]
[soundartfestival.dk] [radio magica] [art-radio.net]

13.08.2004
"Rip, Mix & Burn + Point of Sale (Ripsale)"
@ Overgaden Sound Art Festival, Overgarden - Institute of Contemporary Art,
Copenhagen, Denmark
by various euro [de], Matze Schmidt [de] and mi_ga [lt/de]
special guests: pavu.com [fr], Enrico Glerean aka e.g.Ø [lt], Jodi Rose [au],
Tanja Schlander [dk], Eric [fr].
[soundartfestival.dk] [pavu.com] [egzero.org] [singingbridges.net]
[radio magica]

17.07.2004
"polyfuck ROTFRONT Infotainment ..." - plug-in-concert + Mix2Headfones
@ Ernst-Thaelmann-Monument, Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg
with yagin, Matze Schmidt, Jgjeux and Karsten Asshauer

31.03.2004
"pha n t o m e i d i a - Unexpected Glocal Signals Ltd. sending+not SENDIng
- the Shannon & Luhmann remix" - displaced dilemma - SENDI - live! stream
@ automatenbar, Berlin-Mitte
by Matze Schmidt and Karsten Asshauer
[automatenbar.de]

01.02.2004
"displaced dilemma - displaced dystopia" - plug-in-concert + Mix2Headfones
@ cafe global - transmediale 04 - Fly Utopia!, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, Germany
with mi, yagin, Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer and guests
[transmediale 04]

16.01.2004
"Token Ring - Audio Netfuning" - Plug-In Party + Mix2Headfones live!
@ Exhibition - 'N O R M A L I T A T E T D E S L E B E N S' by Philipp Hennevogl,
gallery LICHTSCHLIFF, Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg, Germany
with mi, yagin, Matze Schmidt and Karsten Asshauer and guests.
[lichtschliff.de] [philipp-hennevogl.de]

14.12.2003
Mikroradioparty "Displaced Dilemma" - Plug-In Party & Mini FM Radiostation
& live! Audiostream Transmission for Radioriff
@ b_books, Berlin-Kreuzberg, Germany
with Tetsuo Kogawa, Matze Schmidt, Karsten Asshauer, mi, yagin and guests
+ SENDI - Agents Opening of unexpected SENDI channels
[radioriff.de] [bbooks.de] [Tetsuo Kogawa] [SENDI - Agents]

17.10.2003
"rummeldingsboingtschak - 100% dB* ! You Urban Earecologists" - plug-in-concert
+ Mix2Headfones.
@ wohnzimmer & rookie bar, Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg, Germany
with Karsten Asshauer, Matze Schmidt, jgjeux
and guests: Sebastian Stegener & Sascha Pogacar

15.05.2003
"Summer-T.A.Z.-Radio? Don't hype the believe!" - Sun-in Party + Mix4Headfones live!
@ Park/Lake "Engelbecken" and Café "Kuchenkaiser", Berlin-Kreuzberg, Germany
with mi, yagin, Matze Schmidt, jgjeux and Karsten Asshauer

displaced dilemma startet in early 2003 with a very first "Plug-in Party"
(only! for headphones) @ Café Village Voice, Berlin-Mitte, Germany
with yagin, Matze Schmidt and Karsten Asshauer

displaced dilemma is supported by ../modukit+ & >top e.v. & radi0.tv & o-o.lt